Leftist Lexicon Word of the
Week
Last week, the Left were giddy with anticipation with the news
special counsel Robert Mueller was going to announce
indictments in relation to his investigation into whether
Donald Trump’s campaign colluded with the Russians. And with
the indictments of Paul Manafort and Rick Gates, the Left were
happier than Bill Clinton at the Moonlight Bunny Ranch while
Hillary is on her book tour. They even have a term for
Mueller’s investigation: Mueller Time. They’ve even printed tshirts with the slogan, so you know they’re serious.
Of course, the enthusiasm has dulled somewhat now that it’s
come out the scope of the investigation into Manafort’s
involvement with Russia was when he was working…with the
Democratic National Committee. But just you wait! Mueller is
going to reveal the collusion between Trump and Russia just
like Scooby and the Mystery Machine gang!
Meanwhile, let’s talk about “Mueller Time” for a bit.
Mueller Time
What the Left believes it means – a federal investigation into
whether Donald Trump conspired with Russia to win the 2016
election
What it really means – spending federal
investigation that has zero basis in fact
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I know it’s shocking to think a federal government that spent
money on a bridge to nowhere, a money pit in Boston, and
stealth bombers that don’t exist would waste money on an
investigation that would make Don Quixote tell you to cool it
with the cray-cray, but it’s true. The whole basis of the
Mueller investigation is a poorly-sourced assumption driven by

fever-pitch partisanship in the hopes of finding something,
anything that can be tied back to the President in the hopes
the 2016 election can be nullified and Hillary Clinton can be
installed as President.
Meanwhile in the real world, some of us are shaking our heads
and/or laughing said heads off at the sight of Leftists
clinging to their anti-Trump fantasies in light of factual
information.
Let me be perfectly clear here. I believe Russia may have had
an impact on the 2016 election, but as of this writing, the
credible impact appears on the Left not the Right. Of the two
major party candidates, only Hillary Clinton received direct
money from Russia in the form of a donation to the Clinton
Global Initiative from Ukraine. Although it wasn’t a direct
donation to her campaign, it is still a financial contribution
to Hillary Clinton through a layer of plausible deniability
via bureaucracy.
Of course, there are other ways Russia could have impacted our
election, such as through Facebook ads and other propaganda
purchased by Russians. One tiny problem: Mueller Time isn’t
going into that depth, at least not yet. Even if they paid for
agitprop, so what? It’s not like every voter is spoon-fed
information from partisan sources. That’s strictly a Leftist
thing. Besides, if we really want to go down that rabbit hole,
we would have to go after just about every major media outlet
for colluding with Hillary’s campaign by giving her mostly
softball questions no tougher than “Where would you like us to
kiss your butt today, Madame President?”
Which brings us back to Mueller Time. The investigation may
open up far more than the Left wants us to know, such as…oh, I
don’t know…the Clinton campaign having more actual hands-on
contact with the Russians than the Trump campaign. That would
explain why the Left’s argument regarding the Trump dossier
went from “We need to find out everything in the dossier” to

“We don’t need to know who paid for it, just whether it’s
accurate.” And even that doesn’t get the Left out of the
woods. If Mueller’s investigation proves the Left was in
Vladimir Putin’s back pocket so much Debbie Wasserman-Schultz
has permanent stitch marks on her butt, the narrative will
switch to “This subject is boring. Let’s focus on Trump’s
connections to Russia!”
In any case, the Mueller investigation will continue on with
or without my support (but will continue with my money) and we
will be in for…well, something that will be more disappointing
than a striptease from Lena Dunham. Whatever happens, the Left
will try to put on a brave face and spin every little
indiscretion into a major scandal, but for those of us on the
outside of the Leftist bubble, it will be like opening the
biggest package under the Christmas tree and finding it full
of the ugliest sweaters, socks, and underwear.
But for you Leftists out there hoping Mueller Time will get
you into the White House, you’d be better off joining a tour
group.

